
The Complete Psilocybin Mushroom
Cultivation Guide Step By Step To Grow
Indoor
Psilocybin mushrooms, commonly known as magic mushrooms, have been used
for centuries as a spiritual and recreational substance. These mushrooms contain
psilocybin, a psychoactive compound that can induce profound spiritual
experiences and alter one's perception of reality. Growing your own psilocybin
mushrooms can be a rewarding and educational experience. In this complete
cultivation guide, we will take you through the step-by-step process of growing
psilocybin mushrooms indoors.

Step 1: Gathering Materials

The first step in growing psilocybin mushrooms is to gather all the necessary
materials. Here is a comprehensive list of what you'll need:

Psilocybin mushroom spores or a mushroom spore syringe

A substrate such as brown rice flour or vermiculite

A container for cultivating the mushrooms, like a terrarium or plastic
container

A pressure cooker or boiling pot

Misting bottle for maintaining humidity

Clean gloves and a face mask for sterile handling

Alcohol wipes or disinfectant spray for cleaning surfaces

Good quality fresh water



Optional: Grow light for enhanced growth

Step 2: Preparing the Substrate

The substrate is the material on which the mycelium, the vegetative part of the
fungus, will grow and eventually produce mushrooms. There are several
substrates that can be used, but one of the most common is a mixture of brown
rice flour and vermiculite. Here's how to prepare the substrate:
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1. Mix together one part brown rice flour and two parts vermiculite in a large
bowl.

2. Add water to the mixture, a little at a time, until it reaches a consistency
similar to that of wet sand.
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3. Spoon the substrate mixture into sterilized glass jars, leaving a small space
at the top for expansion.

4. Wipe the rim of each jar with an alcohol wipe or disinfectant spray to ensure
cleanliness.

5. Insert a layer of dry vermiculite on top of the substrate to act as a protective
barrier.

6. Place a square of aluminum foil over the jar lids and secure with a rubber
band.

Step 3: Inoculation and Colonization

Once the substrate jars are prepared, it's time to inoculate them with the
psilocybin mushroom spores. Here's how:

1. Wash your hands thoroughly and put on clean gloves and a face mask to
ensure a sterile environment.

2. Using a clean syringe, inject the spore solution into the substrate at multiple
points.

3. Replace the square of aluminum foil with a breathable lid or a piece of
micropore tape.

4. Place the inoculated jars in a warm and dark location, around 75-80°F (24-
27°C), for colonization.

5. The mycelium will gradually colonize the substrate, turning it white as it
spreads.

6. Check the jars regularly for contamination and discard any that appear
contaminated.



Step 4: Fruiting

After the substrate is fully colonized with mycelium, it's time to initiate the fruiting
process to encourage mushroom growth. Here's what you'll need to do:

1. Prepare a fruiting chamber, such as a terrarium or plastic container, by
cleaning it thoroughly.

2. Fill the chamber with a layer of moist vermiculite to increase humidity.

3. Transfer the colonized substrate from the jars to the fruiting chamber.

4. Mist the chamber with water regularly to maintain a high humidity
environment.

5. Provide indirect light to stimulate mushroom growth.

6. Within a few weeks, small pins will start to form, which will eventually turn
into mature mushrooms.

Safety Precautions

While growing psilocybin mushrooms can be a fascinating endeavor, it is crucial
to prioritize safety. Here are some important safety precautions to keep in mind:

Research the legal status of psilocybin mushrooms in your country or region.

Ensure you are well-informed about the potential risks and effects of
psilocybin consumption.

Practice good hygiene throughout the cultivation process to minimize
contamination.

Handle the mushroom spores and substrate materials with clean gloves and
a face mask.

Keep children and pets away from the cultivation area.



Always label and store any potentially hazardous materials properly.

Growing psilocybin mushrooms indoors can be an enlightening and fulfilling
experience, allowing you to cultivate your own supply of these mystical fungi.
With this comprehensive guide, you now have the step-by-step knowledge to
embark on your own cultivation journey. Remember to always prioritize safety
and responsible use of psilocybin mushrooms. Happy growing!
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How to grow Psilocybin Mushrooms better than anyone else even if
you don’t have any experience!

A Psilocybin Mushroom is also known as a “Magic mushroom” or a
psychedelic mushroom and is one of a polyphyletic group of fungi
that contain psilocybin and psilocin.
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When you cultivate Magic Mushrooms, you will do so indoors. But have you ever
considered developing outdoor mycelium too? This can have a number of
advantages when growing mushrooms in your backyard or a similar area
outdoors. You could expand the supply of shrooms for an entire year, and it'll be
less costly!

It isn't particularly difficult to grow magic mushrooms, especially if you grow your
shrooms with a fully equipped grow kit. But if you want to grow shrooms from
spores, there can be a learning curve, and a little more research may be needed.
If you cultivate mushrooms, one of the main concerns is to prevent mold
contamination. With a decent outdoor patch for growing in your greenhouse or
backyard, you don't need to think about this and can look forward to good yields.

You don't even need to have your own greenhouse if you want to cultivate magic
mushrooms outdoors. You could also find a nice secluded spot in a wood. This
give to you the benefit of free spreading your mushroom spores in the field,
creating a "magic spot" where your shrooms can naturally grow over time!

In this book of Mushroom Bible, you will learn:

How to Successfully Grow Psychedelic Mushrooms

The best place of mushroom

Equipment and Supplies Needed for Mushroom Cultivation

The Sterile Culture Technique for Mushroom Cultivation

The PF TEK 

How to Work with Agar

The Skill of Fruiting and Harvesting



The Chemistry of Psilocybin Mushrooms

Legal Status of Psilocybin Mushrooms

Rewarding Experience:

If you have ever grown your own food, then you will be aware of the sense
of satisfaction after tasting that.

A Hallucinogenic mushrooms cultivation is more than physical fruits; it’s a
spiritual experience that can induce incredible changes.

How It's Used:

Hallucinogenic mushrooms can be used either in fresh or dried form.

People also eat them by mixing them with their food

They can also be added to brew them in a tea for drinking.

Do mushrooms show up in drug test?

Hallucinogenic mushrooms will not show in routine drug test, but certain
special tests might be conducted to detect them.

How this book will help me?

Magic mushrooms are simple to grow without having any experience in the
field of agriculture, they only need few specific parameters to be checked
along with little patience.

To experience a real sense of satisfaction by growing your mushrooms, read this
book and improve your wonderful sensations.



If you want to start growing Psilocybin Mushrooms and get all the
answers of your queries, simply scroll up and click “Add to Cart”
Button!
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